
Daily Conversation 8
It’s supposedto clearup. 

    

Students should answer in complete sentences. Make sure that they understand the questions given.

1. How do you feel when it rains? 
When it rains, I…

2. Do you like sunny or rainy days? Why
I like…   because…

3. Is rain good or not? Why?
I think…    because…

4. What are the advantages of rain?
The advantages …

5. What are the disadvantages of rain?
The disadvantages …

6. Does it rain in your place? Describe your place when it rains. 
Yes, it does… or   No, it doesn’t…
When it rains,, my place…
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Role Play
Read the following conversation with correct pronunciation and diction. 

Lucy Strong, What are your plans this weekend?

Strong I was thinking of going surfing. Wanna come?

Lucy Sounds like great, but what about the weather? Have you seen the forecast?

Strong Clear and sunny.

Lucy But it is cloudy now, isn't it?

Strong Yes, some clouds are rolling in, but it's gonna pass over. It's supposed to clear up tomorrow morning.

Make sure that you answer in complete sentences.

Comprehension Questions and Opinions

1. What is Lucy’s plan for the weekend? 

2. What weather is good for surfing?

3. What’s the weather on the day that Lucy and Strong are talking? 

4. What does the phrase “it’s suppose to clear up” means? Use it in a sentence. 

5. Do you think Lucy will go surfing with Strong? Why or why not? 

6. What do you usually do on weekends?

7. If you are Lucy will you with Strong? why or why not? 
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HOMEWORK : Choose the BEST meaning for the highlighted words. 
quandary

v. to deny oneself

n. a puzzling predicament

adj. small in quantity or importance

adj. rude

oculist

n. an acknowledgment entered into before a 

court with condition to do some particular act

n. one versed or skilled in treating diseases of 

the eye

n. helpful result

adj. conceited

mania

v. to throw down, push off, or otherwise remove 

from a horse or the like

adj. doubtful

n. insanity

v. to misgovern

refute

adj. having the sails set for sailing as close to the 

wind as possible

v. to prove to be wrong

v. to cause to become frightened

n. luster

vicarious

adj. having no limit or end

adj. cone-bearing trees

adj. suffered or done in place of or for the sake 

of another

n. harangue

ailment

v. to call or summon forth

v. to comfort

n. slight sickness

n. remorseful feeling

successful

n. the art of public speaking

adj. situated on the other side of the Alps

adj. having reached a high degree of worldly 

prosperity

n. vacillation

deleterious

adj. swollen

v. to make milder or more endurable

adj. hurtful, morally or physically

v. to bring out more clearly the facts concerning

wholly

adj. having lost sparkling quality and flavor

adv. completely

n. the act of turning or directing inward, 

physically or mentally

n. a woman who has never been married

concur

n. a scholar who makes needless and 

inopportune display of his learning

v. to agree

v. to deprive of water

n. a figure with six angles

Use the following words in sentences. 

1. concur-_________________________________________________________

2. mania-_________________________________________________________

3. ailment-________________________________________________________
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